Is Radical Islam truly responsible for the contemporary terror-attacks in Europe and the
United States? Perchance, it may be plausible to suspect larger/higher forces at work concerning
this problematic issue? Some people think the New World Order (N.W.O.) or Illuminati are
responsible, but do they truly exist, and how could they be linked to these Muslim Terrorists?
Firstly, we all witnessed that hideous Devil Worship put-on during the 2017 Super Bowl’s
half-time. (Brady’s 5th). Clearly identifiable, were many large Illuminati/Freemasonry/Kabbalah logos
displayed, to go along with Madonna’s Satan costume. (and whatever else). If you’re truly unalert to
what I’m referring here, simply look-up on the web redeemingtruth.com (and select FalseFlag/Sophistical Society videos page from the menu. On right of page select NFL news) for undeniable photographs.
It’s unfortunate their displays are flaunted on television and Hollywood movies, yet additionally
frustrating they’ve attained the point of parading Satanic worship on the biggest stage in front of
the entire world, (probably w/the exception of the Olympics), with of effortless concealment. Moreover,
after many years of brainwashing victimization, the Baby-Boomer Generation deny it’s
occurrence! (someone get’em off the fluoride, vaccines and MSM!)
Whether you to choose truly identifying the globalists as the N.W.O. or otherwise, I do
believe there are separate groups of people who domiciliate in positions of monumental power,
that are collectively working towards a one world government, (Zionism), one world religion,
(Luciferianism), one currency, etcetera. Single currency causes problems of a greater extent more
than most people are aware; merely evaluate Europe because of their Euro (and the corrupt). I also
believe these groups, in general – the International Bankers and International Corporations use
divisions of Mossad, (Israel), F.B.I; C.I.A; MI6 (England) to accomplish their Hegelian Dialect;
which is more commonly known as False Flag Operations.
Hegelian Dialect was a term coined for Georg Hegel (Gay-org Heegal) who was a
philosopher from Germany. In 1823A.D. he authored his work, promoting what we refer to as
false-flag operations. This is where a government stages an attack on their own citizens.
Afterwards, panic spreads about with additional help from the media. Thereafter, the government
implements a solution which could be to attack the group which was framed. Typically, this
attacked occurs with intent to steal from the opposing group, otherwise, I don’t know why else
they’d be attacked. More commonly, however, the solution results in a massive loss of rights
against the government’s own citizens. Rights taken away which the government couldn’t have
accomplished unless the public thought it was for their own safety. Examples of this would be

the Patriot Act post 9/11, or C.I.S.P.A. signed immediately after the Marathon Bombing; passed
before the Friday of Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s apprehension. After debating, delaying, voting,
revisions, and whatever else causes our government in some cases to take multiple years to sign
a bill into effect, this undoubtedly raised huge red-flags.
I believe its paramount we answer this question; whether Radical Muslims are
undividedly responsible for the recent attacks against the innocent people of western civilization.
Could the answer possibly be both parties are responsible, meaning radical Islam, and secret
service agencies or mercenaries controlled by the financial elite? While I flirt with another
possible outcome, I must confirm now, that I’ve delivered the best conceivable answer for what
the perpetrators true agenda is. This research was undoubtedly performed thorough, with proper
intent, and presents exceedingly interesting results. If concern was put into a politically
international topic, or for example an event regarding a republican, then I shall investigate both
democrat and republican sources. Additionally, I researched events from many other country’s
point of view, using both allies and enemies of the United States. All quotes were uncovered as
is; printed in books or posted on websites. I’d enjoy proving only the Muslim Extremists as the
culprits, however, I refrained from taking a position of intent, prior to this research.
All Americans and Europeans should’ve by now become alert to the Globalist Network
constructed by the Financially-Elite and their utter disdain for Middle-Class Americans. We
should all recognize their anti-Christian behavior, their love of
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should be alert to the C.F.R. (Council of Foreign Relations), The socalled Bilderberger group, the corruption of the (Rothschild/Israeli
owned) European Union, and powerful groups such as the Tri-Lateral Commission. The latter
which had Obama sign new American laws to buy products from countries producing them by
means of slavery! (particularly Malaysia) Why did congress not vote to implement this new slaverylaw signed ironically by our first black President? The answer is simple: The Tri-Lateral
Commission has more control in our countries operations and laws then our own Congress.
We’re truly owned by the financially-elite.
To gain true insight on the boldness of false-flag terrorism, we must venture slightly
back through history to produce a full apprehension of these current events. It was former
President John F. Kennedy who depicted in a speech shortly before his murder, “we are

opposed by a worldwide monolithic conspiracy of ruthless means.” He continued to make the
claim of dishonesty in the news reports broadcasted or printed by the U.S. media. A situation
also complained about ten years later by President Nixon when he said, “Americans have to
understand, they control the whole media.”
During this infamous addressing of the American Congress and citizens by Kennedy, he
indirectly named powerful International Bankers as key influential members in this conspiracy.
Thereafter, JFK delivered his brilliant, albeit dangerous speech; to combat the power of these
soul-less international bankers, Kennedy launches an attack on the Federal Reserve by
implementing five million dollars into circulation, which was backed by silver. To understand
this action, one must realize the currency modern bankers use is referred to as fiat (de-facto)
money; which possesses no real value. Their money is simply printed up paper or numbers on a
computer screen. This deception’s what allows them to lend enormous loans, such as those
granted to governments.
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problems which coincided with it in the past, dating back to its abolishment in the Roman
Empire. It’s not a coincident that all three presidents who opposed the bankers by placing true
money into circulation, the others to being Taft and Lincoln, were assassinated by gunshot
wounds. Not to mention, these once thought non-related events from the past, now directly affect
the decision-making process of my research, and the perpetrator’s ability to perform these
actions. The main reason for the present U.S. False-Flags, began back when the “Rothchild
family (owners of England’s bank) triggered the French Revolution,” according to Winton Churchill,
proven facts, and innumerable historians. Ever since this time-frame up until the present, the
world has been to a great degree controlled by the ‘worldwide monolithic conspiracy’ that J.F.K.
was so importantly referring too.

For someone on their own to acquire proof of intent, simply apply thought into the
American wars post 9/11. In 2001 only seven countries in the entire world didn’t have a debtbased national bank owned by the Rothchild family. This being their right to sovereignty. We
have to invade their government to establish a slavery bank. Three of them remain so today, and
we’re constantly hearing false accusations put on them. These countries are North Korea, Iran,
and Cuba. (since 2016- also Russia). Remember, there’s one-hundred and ninety-six (196) countries in
the world. With that said, the other four countries just happened to be Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya,
and Sudan. The former three nations were engaged in major warfare by the U.S; and this resulted
in the installation of a debt-based (form of slavery) national bank, primarily owned by the
Rothschild Dynasty. “Sudan was conquered due to the large-scale Libya bombings, with
additional aid by paid mercenaries and, the C.I.A. on the ground in Sudan.” Although I
uncovered no proof, it’s fair to assume, that our tax dollars were also contributing into directly
bombing Sudan, only we as tax-payers weren’t informed.
The exhaustive news I uncovered, was a multiplicity of primary suspects. Unfortunately,
I lack the ability to thoroughly research them all, although each’s members, have great links with
the other organizations involved. (in many cases, secret orgs.). Most notable organizations that come
into play in this subject matter are, the Knights of Malta, Zionist Organization or WZO,
Bilderbergers, Tri-Lateral Commission, the Council on Foreign Relations or CFR (which now
operate right out of the heart of Washington D.C.), Vatican City
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military’s international purpose. Regardless of what Secret
Organization featuring billionaires, involves their influence
behind the scenes, our main issue will consist of the following. The mainstream media which
includes Fox News, covering-up for mainly Israel’s actions, but our own country as well. Not to
mention, with Israel operating off American tax money, it only makes sense; that to the rest of
the world, there’s no differentiation between the two nations.

Without showing pictures in this article, anyone can research the blatantly obvious
inside-job performed during the Boston marathon bombing by going online and typing-

marathon bombing false-flag. This operation was performed so incredibly poor, that people were
crashing the press-conferences on the very same day, waving pictures in their hands while
yelling accusations. These pictures taken of the event showed a far and wide didn’t story, then
our media/government were portraying. Any first responder knows that scene at the finish line
was complete nonsense, not to mention, everything that followed. Furthermore, anyone can go
see for themselves the power of the Illuminati/Freemasons at the last Super Bowl, by searching halftime hell natural news and watch them worship Satan during Brady’s 5th ring performance.
Before you discard the evidence ahead, I’ll display quick references in history to attract
you in the proper state of mind. In 1791 the U.S. signed a 20yr. contract to privatize the bank, it
was a disaster. Nevertheless, in 1811 Nathan Rothchild threatened war if the bank contract
wasn’t renewed; thus, the war of 1812. The U.S.S. Maine stationed in Cuba, was almost certainly
not blown up by the Spanish. Out of nowhere, William Randolf Heart’s newspaper began a
smear campaign against the Spanish Empire. Hearst was not alone in this idea. He had been
meeting up to conspire with J.P. Morgan and John D. Rockefeller and others who were all in on
this plot; which was based on using the media to spread complete lies. Publishing journalism
without any proof of facts, just the editor’s words, became known as Yellow Journalism.
Eventually on February 15, 1898 a bomb exploded in the Maine, the ship was destroyed, and
America went to war commenced via false-flag. (Spanish-American war, acquired Puerto-Rico/
Philippine’s/ destruction of Spanish Empire) Many dubbed this The Journals War, but soon Americans
would forget and move on. Americans were so easily persuade by the yellow journalism, that it
remains in use today. In this case here, as an American I would’ve been proud to take-on and
defeat the Spanish Empire. Notwithstanding, I don’t want anyone lying to me especially when
citizens are deciding to risk their lives. In present times, it’s gotten so uncontrollable we can’t
even choose. (under false pretenses). U.S. and European citizens are instead opting to become
blown-up (etc.) by terrorist attacks. * If they aren’t choosing this route, they need to stand-up and voice their disapproval.
Our own government admits the Bay of Tonkin incident which set-off the Vietnam war,
was an episode of Hegelian dialect orchestrated at the highest levels of the U.S. government.
Additionally, prior to the Vietnam War when J.F.K. became President, he refused committing to
an already designed plan to invade Cuba. This plan called for shooting down a commercial jetliner, full of American citizens, and blaming it on Cuba. Anyone can easily obtain this
information - it was called “Operation Northwoods.” You’ll find out this plan, “originated in the
Pentagon involving the Department of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.”
These acts took place in other areas of the world as well. During World War II, the
Russians “fired their artillery on its own soldiers in Mainila, Russia (without them knowing), and
blamed the event on Finland.” Afterwards the Soviets invaded Finland, and years later the falseflag was confirmed. Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev admitted the primary Finish attacked was
performed by other Russians. The Rothchild family, Freemasonry, and it’s believed the Knights
of Malta had very close ties to the Bolsheviks. Despite the public thinking the Malta organization
was strictly Christian.

→
There’s innumerable lies concerning important historical/sociological invents
we’re told by our media and government. (incl. school-books). For example: Out of the twohundred and eighty-four (284) men that would make-up this new Communist
(Zionist/Marxist) government, two-hundred and sixty-four (264) would leave from N.Y.C.
in 1917, heading for Russia to become the new anti-Christian Marxist government.
President Woodrow Wilson even supplied American troops to shield the Bolsheviks
from the enraged Russian citizens.
With these solid facts, you should have awareness of Hegelian dialect being in existence,
and a true problem in our history. Let’s get more serious now, and see what’s happen with these
attacks involving radical Muslims.
A Mossad agent admits that, in 1984, “Mossad planted a radio transmitter in Gadhafi’s
compound in Tripoli, Libya which broadcast fake terrorist transmissions recorded by Mossad, in
order to frame Gadhafi as a terrorist supporter.” Ronald Reagan bombed Libya immediately
thereafter.
Israel attempted blowing up Americans in Egypt. Israel admits that in 1954, an Israeli
terrorist cell operating in Egypt planted bombs in several buildings, including U.S. diplomatic
facilities, then left behind “evidence” implicating the Arabs as the culprits. (one of the bombs
detonated prematurely, allowing the Egyptians to identify the bombers, and several of the Israelis later confessed ).

In 2004 a band of British soldiers dressed as Arabs carrying explosives were engaged in
a shootout with Iraqi police. The Iraqi police captured them, accused them of false-flag attacks,
and placed them in the police stations cells. After receiving word of their capture, the British
military arrived driving its tanks through the outside walls of the station, which resulted in the
soldiers’ escapes. They could’ve properly faced questions and had the issue resolved, if not for
the fact they were planting bombs as if being jihadi terrorists.
Also in 2005, an Israeli secret service agent admitted throwing rocks at-other Israeli’s so
they could blame it on the Palestinians. This took place during peaceful protests by the
Palestinians, however, very typical of our news network, we were told the exact opposite.
Typically, we’re told about how remorseful the Israeli’s feel, because it was so unfortunate they
had to kill a large number of the protesters. On the other other-hand, just because the state of
Israeli possesses state of-the-art (free) American weaponry, they must protect themselves from the
alleged rock-throwing.
→
I’d rather hear them report: ‘we already murdered most the Palestinians kept in Israeli
concentration camps, and we’ll now continue/begin murdering all those including the Arab Christians in
the occupied territories. We commit these unfortunate acts, because Israel needs to possess more land for
adequate accommodations of a growing population. We’ve sent so many of the Syrians to Europe, whose
land we previously stole, but Europe doesn’t want any more immigrants. They will become systematically
terminated. If anyone challenges our process of elimination, take it up with the U.S. tax payer, for they are
supplying us with the money and weaponry needed, by handing over a portion of their paychecks to us.’
*Many more acts of Hegelian Dialect have occurred throughout our history

Additionally. I believe my readers could uncover evidence, knowledge, and opinions
from government and military officials, which directly blame Israel/Mossad for the East African
Embassy, and U.S.S. Cole bombings. As far as the USS Cole bombing an, a high-ranking
military officer said, “the Israeli’s used a modified pop-eye missile, which could’ve been launch
from 950 miles away.” These attacks were both specifically blamed on Osama bin Laden,
setting up 9/11. Where does it end? Capitalism is a so-called democracy, but don’t we want a
republic like before? Our entire lives have been based on a foundation of false information.
When a current or ex-member of the F.B.I. or another secret intelligence service agency
such as the C.I.A. releases confidential information, they just issued their own death warrant.
C.I.A. agents are constantly involved in shady deals, over-throwing governments, etcetera. If we
have an agent whose conscious gets the best of them, and then exposes information to the public
this man/woman is fully aware it’ll probably cost their life. They betta not have a wife and
children to protect, neither. Imagine how they feel afterwards when nobody even listens, because
nobody at all, can place the information on television; due to an exclusive group controlling all
the news networks. This agent needs multiple alias’s the C.I.A. and Mossad don’t already know
about. Additionally, large amounts of money hidden in different locations to be successful on the
run, for the rest of their life. I found, that when we research the story of an agent speaking out,
the facts typically line-up, as if they were speaking the truth. If we are presented with a situation
of two agents speaking out, it’s almost definitely true. I also discovered that it’s when innocent
U.S. citizens become the victims, which is what causes them to finally say, “enough.”
However, don’t forget our false society produces false-opposition, which we bear-witness
too constantly in politics. (Fox News claiming they’re not part of the mainstream media, and aren’t working together
with the other networks). Thereupon, we do have controlled confessions. Admitting something widely
suspected, to steer people’s mind off something else being conceal. On redeemingtruth.com a
former C.I.A. agent admits blowing-up building #7. Was this to get our minds off the other two
and/or the Pentagon? I’m not sure, because by admitting this he’s essentially admitting they
knew well ahead of time of the attacks; but stupid Americans really don’t pick-up on this.
Therefore, we see many of these planned confessions and to an intellectual individual who’s
attentive, these seem more ridiculous than the horrible planning of lies they originally used;
which go over-the-head of most people.
Anyhow, my plan was to revolve my primal attention on producing results on the Sandy
Hook, Orlando, Boston Marathon, and London. I could never bring myself to call out, “Hegelian
dialect”, when speaking on behalf of 9/11. From 2001-2006-7, I would consider individuals
slightly-unstable upon hearing them stake this claim of our own intelligence services, the White
House, and Israel as the perpetrators of 9/11. Later I’d come to the realization these individuals
were more intelligent then I was on such matters, at that point in time. Not to mention, they were
all-around superior Americans citizens. Calling out conspiracy to discredit an individual is the
oldest trick in the book. I’m personally known for being capable of thinking ‘outside the box’,
and noticing elements of life which the ordinary person would miss. Conversely, the facts are far
more wide-open than one could imagine. Remember I recently mentioned that if you had two ex-

agents, revising identical stated facts, that the chances they’re telling the truth now becomes
overwhelming. Below I present a whole list of ex-agents, and other high-level people who
disagree with the version of events we were fed by the Bush Zionist’s on the day of September
eleventh, two-thousand and one. (Sept. 11, 2001). *we were fed like goyim (cattle) I’m so embarrassed, I’m pissed!

Firstly, the greatest heist in American history took place the very day before 9/11, as
Donald Rumsfeld confidently announces 2.3 Trillion dollars went missing from the Pentagon.
Sadly, during the end of Bush’s Presidency when we heard constant conversation referring to the
trillions America was now in debt, never once did the mainstream networks mention the greatest
robbery of all time being a great portion of the debt!
Secondly, and next ‘one in a million’ event to occur was the closing-off one side of the
Pentagon, for repairs. The legendary world’s strongest building was being weakened for 30 days
before the plane attack, that just so happened to impact the identical side of the five-sided
building. Naturally, every video camera that would typically have been immediately repaired, if
merely a single camera was known to be inoperable, were all somehow simultaneously not
working. Afterwards, we’re alerted to the fact that all and any information had, to track this
missing money just happened to be placed in a new office housed on the ‘maintenance and
repairs’ side of the Pentagon. Wow, what odds. Wherefore, a missle plane then flew around
wildly off course undetected for some time, performed an extremely difficult maneuver by: [1].
The tight corkscrew with a 727 [2]. Landed perfectly level only feet above the ground at the
exact moment of impact. (by the way, this so-called pilot is reported to have been unable to learn to fly a single-engine
plane).

Well, we still have the few Pentagon employees granted special access to this area which
we can question. What do you think their take on this occurrence is? Alas, we never hear what
their perception is. Their own families will never hear their voices again. Astonishingly, they all
perished on the plane that crashed into the Pentagon. Apparently, they were flying out to Los
Angeles. Additionally, another 125 employees died inside the Pentagon.
Furthermore, before we begin to really analyze all the lies and further ‘one in a million
chances’ occurring within hours, I must point out the only other C.I.A. building in the world,
which could produce the records of the stolen trillions. It just so happened to be World Trade
Building number 7, which’s the building that fell because two planes each hit a separate building
and neither were W.T.7; I believe is the latest story?
Also, we must recognize an organization called Architects & Engineers for 9/11 have
established a website featuring the given name of Re-Think 9/11. (rethink911.org). This
organization has brought forth 2,250 architects and engineers to coexist on a signed petition
which disputes the events of 9/11, as we're told by our government. Much more to this story
exists than the simple recognition of the manner which these buildings collapsed straight down,
occurring in identical fashion to a controlled demolition. The main implementation for this
skepticism does, however, belong to the belief of explosives carefully placed throughout the
interior of the World Trade Center buildings. If this theory were to be true in nature and there

subsisted an enemy of the state to blame for the effortless penetration our defenses, or lack
thereof, this would generate a great magnitude of assistance in the government’s claims for the
impositions of the Patriot Act. Not to mention, contribute to more future rights removed from the
its citizens.

On the contrary, the proven utilization of explosives in additionally to the jet-airliners,
would result in government blame and distrust, as this fact/fiction has definitely been concealed;
with assistance from their media cohorts, of “course. On behalf of this behavior now leading into
everlasting denial of any explosives, we must ask ourselves why they didn’t just claim some
Muslims planted explosive? Firstly, they’d need access to restricted areas as they cannot simply
place some bombs randomly on the targeted floors. Conversely, if this plan of action was
pertained by our media and government officials, millions of Americans including nearly 100%
of the baby-boomer generation, would’ve unquestionably have confidence in this explanation
they were being told. Secondly, a massive level of explosives is required. Once again, the public
can be fed the deception of a few random bombs contributing to the jets destruction. Truth be
told, large quantities weighing in the thousands of pounds is truly needed here. If you want to
hear a C.I.A. official (whilst laying on his deathbed in the hospital) who admitted the C.I.A. used a
control-demolition to destroy building number 7, speak on behalf of the large quantity of
explosives and time-frame required to rig the W.T.7, (which’s considerably smaller), visit:
redeemingtruth.com/videos.html for his video; among many other documentaries.
Henceforth, if out government claimed explosives were snuck into these buildings, major
obstacles of notice to others, stand in their way. All people familiar with explosives and
demolition would know they’re lying. Although, they already do now, and the government
continues to get-away with their deplorable actions, to the degree of continuing repeated attacks
on American soil! Additionally, whether they planned on using this as a course of action for
heightened security in response to a lack of security, it would remain odd to many that such
magnanimous levels of prohibited items were allowed on several occasions. Finally, these
actions require far-more work than simply placing these explosives at certain areas. A ton of
construction would be required. This takes time and creates a lot of noise. e.g. removing walls to
place the explosives properly on the steel frame.
No, let me rephrase that, they’re usually sloppy at concealment, the real problem is that
Americans won’t read simple facts.
“Jet fuels is 1,200 degrees below the temperature needed to burn steel.” Furthermore,
World Trade Center building number seven which collapsed later in the day, is said to have
occurred as result of an office fire; caused by damage from the other two buildings. Okay,
perchance a fire could've began in this manner. On the contrary, whether this fire rages out of
control or no matter how much jet fuel is present, which in this case we had no jet fuel present
anyhow, the temperature wouldn’t have reached “anywhere close to the required amount of heat

needed” for bending such a large amount of steel; or a small amount of steel. To achieve such a
temperature, a high concentration of sulfur which solely abides within in particular explosives, is
required. Witness statements given by workers involved with the clean-up effort, petition the
reason for the clean-up effort being ordered postponed, was a cause of bright glowing steel
continuing to burn well after the initial incident. This glowing steel’s consistent with the
chemical component of sulfur instituted in planted explosives, and apparently our government
wanted to prevent this matter from being investigated to any further extent.
As we call remembrance to the vast pile of wreckage exhausting smoke well-over a week
past the attack, we can also picture in our mind’s-eye the NYFD applying non-stop fire hoses
upon the wreckage. In addition, we can all assume World Trade Building #7 was also a
controlled-demolition as we bear-witness to the video footage, apprehending the manner which
this building collapsed. Furthermore, transpiring on-sight at ground-level members of the NYFD
have staked claim they clearly heard the explosives of building seven immediately prior to the
buildings collapse. One brave New York City Fire-Fighter told the press, “I know what I heard,
and what I heard was explosives.”
Is this starting to feel less like some master-plot designed with high intellect, and more
like a self-evident inside job. One which's difficult to fathom, that anyone could believe, if they
just read the facts. To add upon the 2,250 architects and engineers who've signed the petition,
another 23,082 people have gone online and added their names to the petition, as well.
Furthermore, it was ridiculous how a handful of congressman continued demanding
President Bush to begin an investigation in the days post-9/11. Wouldn’t the world’s leading
country in finances and security immediate investigate the largest attack within the history of the
country? Thereafter, ten days passing and our President unable to delay the investigation further,
Anthrax became distributed through the mail for its first occurrence in history. Somehow,
through all the millions of mail avenues this anthrax landed directly into governmental
recipients. Not only this, but each person involved happened to be one of the outspoken
Congressman. Seemingly, all within our government now knew who was responsible for the
attacks and they could either choose to have their voices heard or be killed. Surprisingly although
only Russia and the U.S. have anthrax, (this specific type’s only made in U.S. though), but two-weeks post9/11 the media was already lying about Iraq, as it stated claims Iraq was the third country within
the world where anthrax was found; albeit, a complete lie.
After the Congressmen and Pentagon officials were silenced, (murdered), the family
members of the 9/11 victims began demanding an investigation. After all, how was it possible
our government never performed a proper investigation of such an attack? Only due to their
mercilessly lobbying of Washington for OVER 1 YEAR did our government finally set-up the 911 commission which became the biggest disgracing of obvious lies involved yet! The families
held-up signs in protest which read Government Liars, Murders, etcetera, but these scenes were
never depicted on American News Stations.
Imagine how these family members feel after all these events and Americans continue to
fall for more, and more, and more, and more obvious inside-job attacks!

**
Now I present you with ‘six’ (6) C.I.A. agents, two (2) D.E.A agent who specialized in
counter-terrorism, and one (1) agent from the F.B.I. Also, a man (1) who was Senior Policy
Designer under two Presidents, and Deputy Assistant Secretary of State under three Presidents.
Furthermore, one (1) Military General, (2) Congressmen, another (1) witness to the hearings of
the 9/11 Commission speaks out, and I present to you all their quotes.
Steve Pieczenik, MD, PhD – Served as Deputy Assistant Secretary of State under
Presidents Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, and Jimmy Carter. He was also Senior Policy Planner
under Presidents Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush (41) and a former Colonel in the U.S.
Army. Pieczenik was interviewed by Paul Joseph Watson on The Alex Jones Show 5/5/11:
“What's important to understand at this point, right now, for the public. We have been
safe for over 30 to 40 years. Nothing and no one has ever attacked the United States. The
only people who attacked the United States was George Bush, Cheney, and Rumsfeld.”
... [at 10:50]
“But I didn't expect ten years later for another delusionary panderer called the President
[Obama] a politician, whether you're a Republican or a Democrat, to continue this
nonsensical story that we had been attacked by Muslims, which we hadn't been. We were
attacked by our own people in a false flag operation.” ... [at 11:40]
“The issue at hand now is still more important. We have to stop this government and
other governments from continuing to deceive, deny, and continuously manipulate the
American public.”
Raymond L. McGovern was a 27-year CIA veteran. Former Chairman, National
Intelligence Estimates (NIE), the consensus reports of all U.S. intelligence agencies. According
to the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, NIE's are the Intelligence
Community’s most authoritative written judgments on national security issues. Responsible for
preparing and presenting the President’ Daily Brief (PDB) to Presidents Ronald Reagan and
George H.W. Bush and for providing intelligence briefing to their Vice Presidents, Secretaries of
State, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and many other senior government officials.
"It has long been clear that the Bush-Cheney administration cynically exploited
the attacks of 9/11 to promote its imperial designs. “
Signatory: Petition requesting a reinvestigation of 9/11
"We want truthful answers to question. … As Americans of conscience,
we ask for four things:
1. An immediate investigation by N.Y. Attorney General Eliot Spitzer
2. Immediate investigation in Congressional Hearings.
3. Media attention to scrutinize and investigate the evidence.
4. The formation of a truly independent citizens-based inquiry”
William Christian (1928 - 2010) joined the C.I.A. in 1950, and served on the analysis side
of the Agency for 28 years. From the early 1970s he served as National Intelligence Officer.
He’s made these following statements.

-

-

"David Ray Griffin’s Debunking 9/11 Debunking is a superb compendium of the strong
body of evidence showing the official U.S. Government story of what happened on
September 11, 2001 to be almost certainly a monstrous series of lies. Tragically, the
entire course of U.S. foreign and domestic policies since that date has grown out of these
almost certain falsehoods.”
“There is persuasive evidence that the events of September did not unfold as the Bush
administration and the 9/11 Commission would have us believe.”
“An airliner almost certainly did not hit The Pentagon. Hard physical evidence supports
this conclusion” [ It just happened to blow up the side completely blocked off for maintenance and
renovations -S.T.P.].

-

“North and South Towers of the World Trade Center almost certainly did not collapse

and fall to earth because hijacked aircraft hit them.”
Melvin A. Goodman, PhD – Former Division Chief and Senior Analyst at the Office of
Soviet Affairs for the C.I.A; from 1966 - 1990. Senior Analyst at the Bureau of Intelligence and
Research, State Department, 1974 - 1976. Professor of International Security at the National War
College 1986 – 2004.
“The most important individual to me, other than a commissioner, was the staff director,
Philip Zelikow. His conflicts of interest were so great that you do have to wonder why
this individual was appointed to head this important staff of over 80 people.”
- “He had very strong ties to the George Herbert Walker Bush Administration. Very strong
personal and political and policy ties to Condoleeza Rice. The final report is ultimately a
cover-up. I don't know how else to describe the final report."
Robert David Steele – U.S. Marine Corps infantry and intelligence officer for twenty
years. Also served in the C.I.A. as a clandestine officer.
"I am forced to conclude that 9/11 was at a minimum allowed to happen as a pretext for
war, and I am forced to conclude that there is sufficient evidence to indict (not
necessarily convict) Dick Cheney, Karl Rove and others.”
Robert Baer – Former CIA Case Officer, Specialist in the Middle East. Here is the dialogue of
an audio interview when he appeared on the Thom Hartmann Show on 6/9/06.
- Thom Hartmann: “Are you of the opinion there was an aspect of 'inside job' to 9/11 within the U.S.
government?”

- Robert Baer: “There is that possibility, the evidence points at it.”
Milton Bearden – Former CIA Station Chief in Pakistan, Germany, Nigeria, and Sudan. Served
in Pakistan from 1986 to 1989, where he played a role in training the mujahedeen in
Afghanistan. Later served as the director of the Soviet/East European Division during the
collapse of the Soviet Union.
Interview with Dan Rather, CBS News 9/12/01:
-

Dan Rather: Well, it's pretty-obvious that a judgment is coalescing around the President that it was Osama
bin Laden.

-

“I think that that mythological Osama bin Laden, never mind that he's an absolutely evil
man, but the mythological Osama bin Laden causes me trouble.”

-

Dan Rather: “Milt Bearden again, you're one of our most experienced people with long experience in
Afghanistan. What does your gut tell you about who's responsible about these attacks this week?”

-

“I'm just not convinced it was bin Laden. Osama bin Laden has chosen to make himself
an enemy of the United States. He has issued these disputable fatwahs, these Islamic
proclamations, to kill all ... Americans and Jews. Therefore, he's made himself a
component, and I think that the United States is absolutely justified in taking out Osama
bin Laden. But to oversimplify it by linking him to every known terrorist act in the last
decade is an insult to most Americans. And it certainly doesn't encourage our allies in
this to take us very seriously. Osama bin Laden is a legitimate target for the United
States, period. But then, to completely reinforce it with all-of these insupportable
accusations, I think is a disservice and an oversimplification. ... There's a lot of fiction in
there. But we like that. It's the whole Osama bin Laden mythology. It's almost part
entertainment. We don't have a national enemy. We haven't had a national enemy since
the evil empire slipped beneath the waves in 1991.”

Statements from: Witnesses before the 9/11 Commission _
Bogdan Dzakovic was a 14-year Counter-terrorism expert in the Security Division of the
F.B.I; and Steve Elson who was a former Special Agent with the U.S. Navy, D.E.A. and
was a specialist in counterterrorism, intelligence, and security.
— “The disastrous nature of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks warrants the
release of all of this information so that the American public may learn what
its government did or did not do to protect them.”
Sibel D. Edmonds - Witness before the 9/11 Commission.
-

Alex Jones: “But even if they cut evidence out of reports, we have the clear evidence of Thermite
in the buildings, we have clear evidence of C.I.A. insider trading, NORAD standing down, U.S. troops
already massed in central Asia, Bush having the launch order two days before to attack Afghanistan. I
mean, Sibel, when you put all that together-- I'm asking you personally-- where does all the evidence
point?”

-

Sibel Edmonds answered, “The evidence points to a massive government cover-up.”

Dr. Alan Sabrosky, U.S War College,
“I am also absolutely certain as a strategic analyst that 9/11 itself, from which all else
flows, was a classic Mossad-orchestrated operation. But Mossad did not do it alone”
“I am not a conspiracy theorist, I am an Air Force Pilot and based on my experience the story
we have been told about 9/11 doesn’t add up”. Lieutenant Colonel David Gapp, (Chief Planner of
Iraq war)

“The easiest way to gain control of a population is to carry out acts of terror. The public will
clamor for such laws, if their personal security is threatened” - Josef Stalin.

Additional Quotes/Sources referencing false government:
The former National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski testified to the Senate that the war on terror is
"a mythical historical narrative." He additionally warned the Senate that a terrorist act might be carried out in
the U.S. and falsely blamed on Iran to justify yet another war.
"If tyranny and oppression come to this land, it will be in the guise of fighting a foreign enemy."

- U.S. President James Madison
Why of course the people don't want war ... But after all it is the leaders of the country who determine the
policy, and it is always a simple matter to drag the people along, whether it is a democracy, or a fascist
dictatorship, or a parliament, or a communist dictatorship ... Voice or no voice, the people can always be
brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is to tell them they are being attacked,
and denounce the pacifists for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. It works the same in
any country."
- Hermann Goering, Nazi leader.
Consider this Los Angeles Times article, reviewing a BBC documentary entitled The Power of
Nightmares, which shows that the threat from Al Qaeda has been vastly overblown,

Former prominent Republican U.S. Congressman and CIA official Bob Barr stated that the U.S. is close
to becoming a totalitarian society and that elements in government are using fear to try to bring this about.
Republican U.S. Congressman Ron Paul stated that the government "is determined to have martial law." He also
said a contrived "Gulf of Tonkin-type incident may occur to gain popular support for an attack on Iran."
The former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury in the Reagan administration, Paul Craig Roberts, who is
called the "Father of Reaganomics" and is a former editor and columnist for the Wall Street Journal, BusinessWeek,
and Scripps Howard News Service, has said:
"Ask yourself: Would a government that has lied us into two wars and is working to
lie us into an attack on Iran shrink from staging 'terrorist' attacks in order to remove
opposition to its agenda?"

Retired 27-year CIA analyst Ray McGovern, who prepared and presented Presidential Daily Briefs and
served as a high-level analyst for several presidents, stated that if there was another major attack in the U.S., it
would lead to martial law. He went on to say:
"We have to be careful, if somebody does this kind of provocation – big violent explosions
of some kind – we have to not take the word of the masters there in Washington that this
was some terrorist event because it could well be a provocation allowing them, or seemingly to
allow them to get what they want."
The former CIA analyst would not put it past the government to "play fast and loose" with terror alerts and
warnings and even terrorist events in order to rally people behind the flag.

General Tommy Franks stated that if another terrorist attack occurs in the United States "the Constitution will
likely be discarded in favor of a military form of government." Former UN Weapons Inspector Scott Ritter stated
before the Iraq war started that there were no weapons of mass destruction. He is now saying that he would
not rule out staged government terror by the U.S. government. And British Parliament Member George
Galloway stated that "there is a very real danger" that the American government will stage a false flag terror
attack in order to justify war against Iran and to gain complete control domestically.

Analysis:

I believe my researched, combined with general but accurate, historical knowledge of the
past few centuries, has undoubtedly proved, higher forces than our politically elected congress,
are engaging us in false-flag attacks. They want total control of everybody, especially those
outside the four-thousand (4,000) families which belong to the C.F.R; of course. These 4,000
richest people in the world which make up the council typically only marry within, as in their
minds they remain the noble-class of feudalism. If you don’t possess a family coat-of-arms and
documented family tree traveling back hundreds of years, good-luck trying to become a member
of the C.F.R; or maintaining your God-given freedoms.
Also, we clearly saw with ISIS, that they were paid mercenaries on Americas behalf; via
U.S. tax dollars, of course. Their job was to over-throw the Syrian government. At the same
time, our government sanctioned media would, and remains portraying them as being radical
Muslims who belong to the same organization. Truth be told, they are much less involved in the

life of Islam, than the average well-behaved Muslim. Radical Islam is real, beginning after
World War II, mostly after Israel began spreading their borders; as they just did while Syria was
engulfed in chaos. Only the Syrian (Civil War) rebel-fighters were being supplied by Turkey and
Saudi Arabia. 1wk. prior to the last U.S. claim of Chemical Weapons, I read a military report the
rebels were armed with Saran-Gas canisters. The whole world knew what might come next, but
the fact that the Syrian gov. were unmistakably the victors of this war, it seems implausible;
nonetheless, it did occur in bold, typical fashion
Israel’s press began releasing ridiculous reports of Assad using chemical weapons. Even
if he did, it wouldn’t be on his own people, such as told on television. It would be foreign
fighters, Syria’s been invaded, in an attempt to supply Europe with natural gas. Currently, all of
Europe relies %100 on Russia for their energy. The extent of the lies portrayed by our media is
so outstanding, how are we ever going to know when something’s the truth? This whole
Republican vs. Democrat side-show is called ‘controlled-opposition. It’s meant to distract us
from the important issues taken place daily.
Another manifestation which just occurred many Americans are not aware of, is how all
the Muslims were flooded into Europe, to destroy unity and eliminate any opposition to the
destruction of sovereignty. Israeli soldiers began spreading north into Syria, and then began
ethnically-cleansing entire towns in South Syria, and transporting all the Muslim peoples
towards the Greek border. After the E.U. was formed, Greece (and every other country) owes the
Rothchild (E.U.) Bank such a huge sum of money. As a result, they’ve lost complete control of
their own, and once beloved country.
I witnessed Fox News briefly show many people in a multiplicity of nations protesting
Israel and the U.S. for continuously supplying ISIS brand new American weaponry.
Furthermore, they were protesting released photographs of Israel supplying medical treatment to
ISIS and expanding her boarders; only Fox News cut out all the anti-U.S. and Israel protest
signs. Not only that, they had actually told the American public, that these people involved were
protesting the Syrian government, which couldn’t have been further from the truth. Such blatant
lies are habitually told, repeatedly to our own people.
“When people & organizations don't place TRUTH as a central value, even believers in a good
cause may be tempted to lie on behalf of their cause”
“1980’s to promote the cause on the homeless, the leading activist on their behalf stated that
between 2-3 million in people were in the U.S. Years later, this same individual admits on
national television, he completely made that number up. Real figure was 250,000 - 350,000.”
“To frighten more women in the U.S. into getting mammogram, leaders in the cancer field greatly
exaggerated the number of women getting breast cancer.”
“Why is lying on behalf of Good causes wrong? Because if we don't know what’s true, how do
we know how to properly allocate societies limited resources.” -Pager [previous 4 quotes]

“Thou shall not bear false witness.” Individually a Galilean and also our Lord Jesus, made this quite
known to us; within the Gospels, He considered this among the worst of sins.

My Thoughts 1]

The great controversy between good and evil will continue to the end of time, while
never ceasing, in its continual journey of increasing intensity. Now in the third millennium after the
crucifixion of Christ, Christianity has not faded away as some myth, similar with Pagan beliefs. Satan
with his everlasting attack on the people of this earth, remains active in our present lives. The one’s who
he’s stolen minds from, display their current reciprocal worship. On the other side we have God’s grace,
with his Son Jesus, and the Holy Spirit, blessing many souls throughout the Earth. These subordinates
remain firm in their supreme strength, for their endeavor of preparedness of the second coming, which
leads them into eternal life. A life in the presence of God Himself, just as Satan had once bestowed the
pleasure of His company. Unfortunate, but known and worth-it, this only occurs post-tribulation.
As we notice these two groups being firmly diametrical in design and beliefs, we must also come
to realize the manner which they reside dispersed among each other. Without two separate battlefields,
where planning occurs among brethren without fear, and each can meet in the middle to engage in an epic
struggle. Operations of concealment and deceit are commenced in its place, as shameless lying becomes
the norm. Only there seems to be one element of life, and the goal of eternal life that has eluded my
senses for many years. This revolves around former light-bearer. The one who left all his brightness, in
the hands of God, becoming engulfed in eternal darkness. Only one thing, has Satan kept his divinity even
whence living on (or in) the earth? Satan remains present with similar attacks all through history. For I
never investigated this possibility of divinity on the earth, except for the Christians souls becoming
blessed with the Holy Spirit. Yet, any Christian will tell you that we’re far from true brothers of Christ.
We all realize how dramatic the change will be upon death of this earth. We feel so distance from that of a
divine being that it’s a prohibitive in thought, to imagine we’re ever truly ready for heaven. It’s a life-long
struggle to prove you’re worthy and when close to death when it becomes in our grasps, I’ve seen people
continuously pray extra. Although, Christ certainly wants to raise their souls, they feel their bodies giving
out and seem to consciously, or subconsciously realize how superior the divine being is.
As it appears Satan lost much of his powers and primarily takes on the shape of humans. His
beliefs remain alive in their souls, and continues through their teachings. Therefore,
do we consider Satan a fallen Angel, who uses others, but was naturally stripped of the powers needed to
perform divine acts whence here on the earth? No, we cannot, because the statement of a divine being
here is unfortunately valid. In the case Satan, it must despairingly, yet certainly be true! The reason for
this fact being, his thousands of years of existence. Unfortunately, we must be more prepared for his
attacks, because Satan is a divine being living on earth; for he possesses everlasting life!

Romans 13:9

shalt not bear false witness, Thou shalt not covet; and if [there be] any other

commandment, it is briefly comprehended in this saying, namely, Thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself

My Thoughts 2]

We must realize that we as humans aren’t ALL ONE. Believe me, I understand this theory and I
strongly relate to it during highly-spiritual times. Nonetheless, there exists people we plainly don’t want
to live with.
When the Arabs began moving west and conquering nations after Islam’s commencing, they were
thought by many to be animals; sub-humans you’d never in a million years chose to share a town with.
Nonetheless, this is how they viewed Africans as they brought roughly 30-40 X’s more African slaves
into the Middle-East than the merchant Jews/Monarchs/Financially-Elite brought to the U.S; and we’ve
assimilated these Africans into our own culture.
Point being, there exists two main factors of opposition for the Jews to complete their Zionist
agenda. (global-domination). Christianity and Islam are these two threats. Whereupon, we’re the victims of
their typical divide and conquer scheme. This war between us IS FAKE! It’s all designed with intent by
the Jews. We received constant propaganda media referring to how much they hate us, and vice~versa.
Americans would be surprised if they heard the nature of thoughts and event which they believe we’re
presently committing against them. In the U.S. CNN, Fox News, NBC, CBS, etc. inform us of the radical
Islamist’s and their unjustified hatred towards us. This all started out of nowhere! How come nobody
within the United States borders view Middle-Eastern Muslim as an enemy 20 years ago?
Comparatively, in the Middle-East, Muslims believe we began a terror campaign against them
and we’re attempting to kill them all. Only we’re not doing so well, and they’re winning this Christian
Crusade we’ve declared against them. The Zionists even use the word crusade. Through their debt-banks,
(installed in all Muslim states, minus Iran), Mossad, and some media (not nearly as much in these countries) they place this
word’s put right inside our mouths. I can only imagine the lies many Muslims believe against us. For the
Muslims who the Israeli’s cannot reach or simply those who know they’re behavior, (much higher % than in U.S;
therefore, they’re actually smarter), who recognize this obvious Divide-and-Conquer scheme, these Muslims like
Christians and want to join forces.
Yes, exactly like our fake political system: Democrat vs, Republican (2 opposing sides whilst a third makes
all the decisions as both parties always agree) a divide and conquer technique’s been applied against Americans.
NO PRIMITIVE MUSLIMS WHO LIVE IN THE EARTHS UPMOST SECLUDED
INHABITED LAND INSIDE OF CAVES WANTED TO COME HERE AND KILL AMERICANS
BECAUSE THEY DON’T LIKE THAT WE HAVE WOMEN IN THE WORKPLACE, or how we dress,
etcetera.
Henceforth, these Muslims are our ally against the real enemy of the Jews. This happens to also
be the point which we realize their horrid behavior across Europe and that we don’t want them in our
country either. They have sex with young girls and ban women from stepping outside. Yes, this is the
point we realize: all through history people have been proud of who they were. In society we want
humbleness, but it’s 100% brainwashing by the Jews that we cannot say, “we think we’re better than them
and want to live amongst ourselves inside our own country.
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Hegelian Dialect: False flag operations
In A report titled; Global Fear Decreasing as False Flags and Crisis Actors Exposed, by Nanette Carley on April 13, 2015 – Posted in: Global
“In the United States, the false flags like Sandy Hook, the Colorado theatre shooting, Boston Marathon bombing, James Foley beheading, etc., etc., have been so thoroughly exposed, that it amazes
me when I meet someone who still doesn’t know they were false flags.”
As regard to Syria, respected ex-Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) analyst Ray McGovern said when asked about the so-called Syrian use of WMD’s,
“despite Israel’s attempts at perpetual instability in the Middle East, saner heads
prevailed via our military’s top brass.”
Yossef Bodansky, the senior editor for Defense & Foreign Affairs magazine, took it a step further in a September 1 article published on the news agency’s website, entitled, The World Wasn’t Fooled, as Easily as
America’s Baby-Boomer’s. In this article he writes,
“The Syrian WMD’s attack was so obviously set up by Israel and its American
conspirators, that the world was in no way fooled.”
Here we find posts by outspoken and ex-C.I.A. agent David Steel, the 2nd highest civilian in the U.S. Marine Corps, who at one time asked, “Did the White House Help Plan the Syrian
Chemical Attack? Most terrorists are false-flag terrorists, or created by our own
security services. In the U.S. every single terrorist attack has been a false-flag, or
has been an informant pushed on, by the F.B.I. In fact, we now have citizens
taking out restraining orders against F.B.I. informants that are trying to incite
terrorism. We’ve become a lunatic asylum.”
Red Cross Operations Director George Kettaneh directly contradicted the Obama administration’s ridiculous claim that a Syrian man had tested positive for traces of toxic gases in his bloodstream. This testing was
actually the world’s proof against the White House, yet Obama said a direct opposite lie while selling it to the American people.
Former U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. John Bolton said,
“The story behind the Russian’s hacking into the election was a false-flag set up
by the Obama administration, in order to frame the Russians.”
News reporter Alex Jones from InfoWars.com said,
“The Boston Marathon was unquestionably another false-flag”
The Chief of the C.I.A. counterterrorism center, Cofer Black said,
“It was very evident that we were going to be struck_months before the
attack_struck hard and many Americans would die.”
Black went on to say that he and Tenet already designed a plan in the spring of 2001, named ‘The Blue Sky Paper’ which called for C.I.A. and military campaigns in Afghanistan…
“Getting into Afghan sanctuary, launching a paramilitary operation, and creating a bridge with Uzbekistan.”
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